
 
Outdoor Monitor Unit
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38,1cm / 15" - 54,6cm / 21.5" Outdoor Monitor Unit with PCAP Touch 
Installation from front, optional from rear

...................................................................................................................................................................................
Description
The outdoor monitor unit with IP65 front in combination with an outdoor monitor meets high requirements, such 
as readability in daylight, temperature, tightness, vandalism and UV protection. Build the assembly (outdoor 
monitor unit + outdoor monitor) into a customer front or terminal. The outdoor monitor unit can be screwed to 
your front from the front. (ALTERNATIVELY - in consultation - the front is provided with holes instead of stud 
bolts and the installation can be done to your front from the back). The capacitive touch screen is protected 
against vandalism and equipped with a UV filter. A circumferential sealing tape seals the unit on the front IP65, 
against water and dust.
Between monitor and touchscreen sensor is a space in which the air can circulate, additional fans prevent 
stagnant air in the gap.

Application Areas
Outdoor and industrial applications requiring IP65 protection, kiosk information systems, self-service and point of
information applications.

4 Standard Variants

Manufacturer warranty: 24 months

Separately, we offer the outdoor monitor, this allows configurations. 
Monitor overview

Customized solutions according to your specifications are already possible at WES from one piece!
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38,1cm / 15” Outdoor Monitor Unit with PCAP Touch (TIC15.0—XPAU-OUTDOOR)
43,2cm / 17” Outdoor Monitor Unit with PCAP Touch (TIC17.0—ZPAU-OUTDOOR)
48,3cm / 19” Outdoor Monitor Unit with PCAP Touch (TIC19.0—ZPAU-OUTDOOR)
54,6cm / 21.5 Outdoor Monitor Unit with PCAP Touch (TIC21.5—HPAU-OUTDOOR)
Standard version - front made of brushed stainless steel (V2A)

- For installation in existing customer housing (installation from front)
- Monitor LED technology with high brighness or transflective 

backlighting
for daylight requirements
- Outdoor capable vandalism protected capacitive touch screen, USB
- Operating temperature according to outdoor monitor
- Rear ventilation system
- UV filter
- Front IP65 sealed
- External power supply
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Outdoor Monitor Unit
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Technical drawings

TIC12.1—XPAU-OUTDOOR
TIC15.0--XPAU-OUTDOOR
TIC17.0--ZPAU-OUTDOOR
TIC19.0--ZPAU-OUTDOOR
TIC21.5--HPAU-OUTDOOR
TIC24.0--HPAU-OUTDOOR
Optional 
TIC27.0--HPAU-OUTDOOR

Note
The customer must provide adequate protection against excessive humidity, heat and cold. In case of
If this is not done, we cannot accept any guarantee. If you want to be on the safe side
If you want to be on the safe side, we can alternatively offer you (also customized) complete outdoor terminal 
solutions.

Optional 
• Installation from rear, front panel with mounting holes instead of stud bolts
• 12.1" - 24" outdoor monitor units, other sizes on request
• Protective glass instead of touch screen sensor
• RAL color of your choice (powdered surface)

Alternatively outdoor monitor unit for mounting from the rear to your front with mounting holes, instead 
of stud bolts.

We also use the Outdoor Monitor unit in our Sky Outdoor Terminals.

Technical changes and errors excepted. Status: 25.05.2021

Customized solutions according to your specifications are already possible at WES from one piece!
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